
brands — at fiercely competitive prices — as those who live on base or on post.
So far, we’ve accomplished 16 percent parity, and our buyers are continually 

working to further match online assortments and store assortments.
The communication of the new “branded” online assortment will be critical. 

We’ll need the support of every Exchange associate to help spread the word and 
invite customers to shop our new and improved online store. We are looking 
forward to the launch of the new website, as these changes will help us remain 
competitive far into the future.

On MD’s areas of focus for fiscal 2014 …
Our Category Management team is optimizing store space by reviewing 

category performance and aggressively removing underperforming items, brands 
and categories while reallocating floor space to maximize store profitability 
and sales.

This effort aligns assortments to better meet customer wants and needs for 
an improved overall shopping experience.

Furthermore, we will continue our focus on establishing and improving the 
national brand presence in stores and online, paying special attention to our 
small stores and online offerings. We will also be offering national brands in 
our mall areas to complement in-store assortments.

The “Grow the Express” initiative will also roll into 2014. The continued 
rollout of the island cooler program and assortment revisions will optimize sales 
and traffic in our Express stores, focusing on fast, fresh meal options that are 
consistent with our customers’ active lifestyles.

To the Exchange team …
As an Air Force “brat,” I am extremely proud of the entire Exchange team. 

We truly are family serving family. Your tireless effort to improve the customer 
experience reinvigorates me.

I am inspired by your commitment to improving the lives of the customers 
we so proudly serve. Together, we are making a positive difference in the lives 
of Airmen, Soldiers and their families.

For more from Exchange Merchandising SVP Ana Middleton, see the AAFES 
MSM/GM Conference Supplement enclosed with this issue. —E and C NEWS

In her role of chief merchan-
dising officer (CMO), Ana 

Middleton has her finger firmly 
on the pulse of the Army & Air 

Force Exchange Service’s Mer-
chandising Directorate (MD). In this 

exclusive interview with E and C News, Middleton talks 
about the directorate’s sales and merchandising goals, 
branded products and store-in-store success stories, and 
the MD’s areas of focus today and into the near future.

On the intensification of national 
brands in Exchange stores …

The intensification of national brands has been hugely successful. Exchange 
shoppers have made many positive comments regarding the availability of branded 
merchandise within stores and online via our annual customer satisfaction surveys.

Where we have implemented store-in-store (SIS) concepts featuring national 
brands, we have seen double-digit increases. These increases help reduce the 
impact of military drawdowns in Europe and contingency.

On the Merchandising Directorate’s most 
successful recent initiatives …

The SIS concept shops have been an overwhelming success and have reso-
nated with Exchange customers. Our Childrenswear pricing strategy continues 
to drive sales and increase margins through strong unit growth. The assortment 
and price points provide unparalleled selection and value for military shoppers.

An active lifestyle has always been essential to the military customer. One 
way the Exchange addresses this is by focusing on the Operation BeFit! initia-
tive. This effort is in line with who our customers are and how they live.

Knowing how important it is to maintain an active lifestyle, the Softlines 
division pays special attention to athletic wear and footwear. The Exchange 
is offering brands that align with customers’ needs. The Hardlines division is 
supporting active lifestyles by offering a BeFit! line of fitness accessories and 
equipment to include wearable technology.

The Consumables division is bringing more healthful food options, to include 
a dedicated BeFit! endcap, into Express stores.

On sales goals in Hardlines, 
Softlines and Consumables in 2014 …

We’ll focus heavily on eCommerce in 2014. Unlike our competitors, our 
customers must be authorized to utilize the benefit of their Exchange. With the 
additional challenge that the majority of our customers live 20 miles or more 
away from an Exchange, it is clear that the assortment on shopmyexchange.
com must be comprised of our best brand portfolio. Building parity into the 
online assortment with our brick-and-mortar assortment allows customers not 
living on or near a post or base to be able to take advantage of the same national 

AAFES Chief Merchandising Officer Ana Middleton

Whether it be their tireless optimization of category management, or their dedication 
to improving the shopping experience, Middleton is inspired by the Exchange team’s 
efforts to make a positive difference in the lives of Airmen, Soldiers and their families.
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Exchange Chief Merchandising Officers

‘We Truly Are Family Serving Family’

Middleton

http://www.ebmpubs.com/ECN_pdfs/ecn0314_AAFES_msmgm_supplement.pdf
http://www.ebmpubs.com/ECN_pdfs/ecn0314_AAFES_msmgm_supplement.pdf



